The question of scale-space is discussed in the context of curve evolution. This approach is closely related to the scale-space de ned for grey-scale images 23] through for example the evolution of isophotes. But it is also closely related to the question of shape description as shown for example in the work of Kimia Tannenbaum and Zucker 12] . For the three groups of interest we show that the Cartan's method provides a natural framework in which to think about curve evolution as predicted by an intrinsic heat equation. One important idea which follows from the study of di erential invariants is that the evolution of the curve is de ned, up to a transformation of the group of interest, by the evolution of its arc length and of its curvature. The euclidean case had been covered by Gage and Hamilton 8, 9, 10] from the viewpoint of mathematicians and by Mackworth and Mokhtarian in computer vision 15] . The a ne case has been worked out by Sapiro and Tannenbaum 19, 18, 21, 20] and by Alvarez, Guichard, Lions and Morel 1] . The projective case is new and we shed some light on it in this article.
One interesting fact is that the three scale-spaces are intimately connected in the sense that they can be thought of as forming a hierarchy. It is likely that this hierarchy can be used in several ways. In this article we develop only the application that consists in reducing the order of derivation that is required to compute the invariants. For example, we show that the a ne scale-space reduces the order of derivation necessary to compute the a ne curvature from four to three by trading space for scale. A similar property holds in the projective case.
Method of moving frames
The method of moving frames, due to Elie Cartan 2, 3] , deals in a very simple way with problems of di erential calculus on curves and surfaces in a context which is not necessarily the usual Euclidean one. In our opinion, the e ciency of the method lies in its potential for being automated, i.e., we can easily write it in an algorithmic form.
We will consider essentially projective, a ne and Euclidean spaces which can be regarded as specialisations of each other. Groups of the same name are fundamental for understanding these spaces.
Background on projective frames
A projective frame in P n is a set of n + 2 projective points such that no subset of n + 1 of these points belongs to the same hyperplane. We will designate them by A 0 ; A 1 ; ; A n+1 . If we choose A n+1 such that A n+1 = n X i=0 A i then the representatives of points A i ; i = 0; ; n are de ned up to global scale, i.e., if A i is a representative of point A i , then so is A i , for any i = 0; ; n.
With this choice, the fact that no subset of n + 1 of these points belongs to the same hyperplane is equivalent to saying that the determinant of size (n + 1) (n + 1) of representatives of the rst n + 1 is di erent from 0 det(A 0 ; ; A n ) 6 = 0
The set of frames of the vector space R n+1 satisfying the previous condition is an open set U of (R n+1 ) n+1 , the complement of the closed set de ned by det(A 0 ; ; A n ) = 0
We can normalize things in such a way that we have the important condition det(A 0 ; ; A n ) = 1 (1) The mappings A i : U ! R n+1 will be considered as the di erentiable mappings of the open set of (R n+1 ) n+1 into R n+1 . For a given frame r, we note A i (r) the value of that function at the point r of U, i.e. the representative of the i+ rst point of the frame r.
Cartan equations: projective case
We will consider a frame r 2 U depending on one or more parameters. Such a frame is called a moving frame.
The n + 1 functions A 0 , A 1 ; ; A n de ned on the open set U naturally give us n di erential forms of degree one. Therefore dA i (r) 2 L((R n+1 ) n+1 ; R n+1 ), the set of linear mappings from (R n+1 ) n+1 into R n+1 . One of the key points of the method of moving frames is to write the value of this linear mapping in the projective frame r dA i (r) = n X j=0 ! ij (r)A j (r)
Therefore the functions ! ij are di erential forms of degree one with values in R.. This relation is true for i = 0; ; n + 1. The di erential forms ! ij are not independent, they satisfy a number of equations, called the Cartan or Lie equations which we now derive.
By di erentiating the condition (1) on the determinant of points A i , we immediately obtain the following relation satis ed by the forms ! ij n X i=0 ! ii = 0
This means that there are only (n + 1) 2 ? 1 independent di erential forms. This is precisely the dimension of the projective group of P n . By writing that the second di erentials of forms dA i are zero we obtain n + 1 additional relations which must be satis ed by the forms ! ij . In e ect, from well-known properties of exterior di erentiation, these relations can be written
If we replace dA j in this equation by that given in (2) , we obtain the following relations
! ik^!kj )A j i = 0; ; n and since the points A j form a projective frame, we deduce
These equations, called the structure or Cartan equations, are fundamental for the study of projective curves and surfaces.
Cartan equations: A ne and Euclidean cases
This is a specialization of the previous ideas to the a ne and Euclidean cases.
We will need coordinates and we denote by x 0 ; ; x n the coordiantes of a point of P n . In the rst case, we choose a particular hyperplane H of P n to which we can give an a ne space structure as the hyperplane at in nity of space P n .
The a ne transformations constitute the subgroup of the projective group that leaves H invariant. The points of H represent the directions of the a ne space A n thus constructed. If we choose for H the hyperplane of equation x n = 0, then a point of A n with coordinates x 0 ; ; x n?1 corresponds to the point of P n with coordinates x 0 ; ; x n?1 ; 1 and a vector v of R n corresponds to the point of H with coordinates v T ; 0] T , to within a nonzero scalar.
An a ne frame consists of a point A, the origin of the frame, and n vectors of R n written e i ; i = 1; ; n. We suppose that these vectors are linearly independent, i.e.,
det(e i ) 6 = 0 (6) An a ne frame can thus be considered as a particular projective frame for which A 0 is in P n nH and the A i ; i = 1; ; n are in H. Condition (6) implies that the set of a ne frames is an open set U of R n(n+1) . A and e i are thus di erentiable functions U ! R n . As in the projective case, we can consider an a ne frame r which depends on one or more parameters. This frame is called moving frame. Using reasoning similar to the projective case allows us to write the di erential forms dA; de 1 ; ; de n as linear combinations of vectors e i dA =
In e ect, we have the particular case A 0 = A T ; 1] T ; A i = e T i ; 0] T ; i = 1; ; n, thus dA and de i only depend on e i ; i = 1; ; n.
! ik^!kj i; j = 1; ; n
If we consider the subset of a ne frames such that det(e i ) = det(A 0 ; ; A n ) = 1, we must add an equation similar to equation (3)
Corresponding to this restriction on frames is a restriction on the group of transformations of the space in which we are interested. Here we consider the unimodal subgroup of the a ne group. This subgroup is de ned as follows. The transformation M 0 of a point M of A n by an a ne tranformation is given by the relation M 0 = HM + b where H is a matrix of size n n such that det(H) 6 = 0, and b is a vector of size n. The unimodal subgroup is the one for which we have det(H) = 1. The unimodular a ne group depends upon n 2 ? 1 + 1 parameters which, according to (9 is precisely the number of independent di erential forms ! i and ! ij .
We consider the Euclidean case similarly by introducing Euclidean frames which are a ne frames such that the matrix of the vectors e i is orthogonal. We express it in the form e i e j = ij and by di erentiating these relations, we obtain e i de j + de i e j = 0
We deduce by replacing the di erentials with respect to ! ij ! ij + ! ji = 0 i; j = 1; ; n and thus we have in particular
The euclidean group depends upon q = n 2 +n 2.4 Introduction to the method of moving frames
We will consider a set D of points operated on by a nite and continuous group G with q parameters. In practice, D will be a Euclidean, a ne, or projective space and G will be one of the groups previously studied. In this section, we note ! 1 ; ; ! q the di erential forms attached to a general frame. We will consider manifolds of dimension in D. In practice, we have = 1 or 2, i.e., we will study curves or surfaces. To a point A of manifold V we attach two types of elements Frames : an in nity of inclusive families of frames: frames of order 0, , frames of order P.
Integers : 0 , the number of invariants of order 0, , P ? P?1 , the number of invariants of order P. We then de ne the contact element of order P of the point A of V as the family of frames of order P of this point and by the set of invariants of order P of this point. Note that the transformations of these frames into each other constitute a subgroup G P of G, called the subgroup of order P of the contact element considered.
In other words, each contact element is characterized by a family of frames relative to which it occupies the same position, and by a system of numbers concerning its \form", the invariants. This notion of families of included frames is interesting for many reasons. One of them is that it will allow us to compare the Frenet frames obtained for groups of included transformations: the Frenet frame for the Euclidean group will be a particular frame of order three for the a ne group. Similarly, the a ne Frenet frame is a particular frame of order 3 for the projective group.
Let us take a contact element of order P; its most general frame of order P depends on P parameters, which we call secondary parameters of order P and write x 1 ; ; x P . These parameters are di erent from the parameters, called principal parameters, on which depend the points of the manifold V and which are written t 1 ; ; t . Note that the frames of a contact element correspond to constant values of principal parameters since the origin A of the frame is xed. We can show that in nitesimal translations of this frame are characterized by the property that q ? P linear combinations of the ! i components disappear. More precisely, in nitesimal translations of the most general frame of order P ?1, attached to the contact element being considered, eliminate q? P?1 independent linear combinations of ! 1 ; ; ! q . In e ect, for a frame of order P ?1, the forms ! 1 ; ; ! q depend on + P?1 parameters and we can write
where a ij and b ik are functions of t 1 ; ; t ; x 1 ; ; x P?1 . By eliminating the P?1 forms dx k from among the q forms ! i , we obtain q ? P?1 linear combinations of the q forms ! i which are expressed as linear combinations of the forms dt j and which disappear when the principal parameters are constant, that is for a frame belonging to a contact element of order P ? 1, or in fact, to a contact element of any order higher than P ? 1. The in nitesimal translation of a frame of order P eliminates these q ? P?1 linear combinations and P?1 ? P others that we will call principal components of order P. We note them ; = q ? P?1 + 1; q ? P .
Let us now consider the most general contact element of order 0, i.e., any point A of D and vertex frames of this point. Reasoning similar to the above shows that the principal parameter di erentials are linear combinations of forms suitably chosen among the principal components of order 0. We assume in the following, to simplify without loss of generality, that these forms are the rst principal components of order 0, of which there are q ? 0 , i.e., 1 ; ; .
A frame which varies while always remaining of order P depends on the principal parameters of V and on P secondary parameters of order P. By de nition, its principal components of orders P are independent of the di erentials of the secondary parameters; these are thus linear combinations of 1 ; ; . Therefore, we have the following proposition Proposition1. The principal components of orders < P of the frames of order P of V are linear combinations of 1 ; ; with coe cients in terms of invariants of order P. Since the invariants are functions of the principal parameters only, we can also state the following proposition Proposition2. The di erentials of invariants of orders < P are linear combinations of 1 ; ; with coe cients which are functions of the invariants of orders P. The di erentials of the invariants of order P and the principal components of order P of the frames of order P are thus linear combinations of 
The coe cients b i and b 0 i are functions of the invariants of order P and of the secondary parameters of order P. They are called coe cients of order P. The fundamental idea of the method of moving frames is to study how the group G P a ects coe cients of order P. Let i ; i = 1; ; q ? P be the q ? P principal components of order P which 
The coe cients a ij are either constants or functions of invariants or order P. 
If we now consider the di erential system 1 = 0 q? P = 0 this system is completely integrable when the principal parameters are constant. Therefore, according to Frobenius's theorem, we have the following relations d i^ 1^ ^ q? P = 0 i = 1; ; q ? P By replacing d i by its value (13) in this expression we obtain the relations P q j=1 da ij^!j^ 1^ ^ q? P + P s;t ( P q j=1 a ij c jst )! s^!t^ 1^ ^ q? P = 0 i = 1; ; q ? P The rst part of this relation including the terms in da ij identically equals zero, by (14) and (10) . The other part will contribute to eliminating all terms con- in which only the indexes s and t larger than q? P are left. Since the di erential forms which appear in this sum are linearly independent, it implies that all the coe cients A 0 ist are equal to 0. But these coe cients are precisely those which appear in the second part of the expression for d i in (13) , hence the corresponding terms will disappear from this expression and there will remain only the terms for which the di erential form ! 
We now reach the climax of the plot. Let us take the exterior di erentials of equations (10) and (11) 
b 0 i^d i q ? P?1 < q ? P (18) and make two substitutions.
The rst substitution consists of replacing the P ? P?1 principal components of order P in the equations (16) by their values given by (11), thus depending on coe cients of order P which we represent as the vector b 0 of size _ ( P ? P?1 ), the q ? P?1 principal components of order < P by their values with respect to 1 ; ; and coe cients of order < P. Similarly, let us replace in these equations the di erentials of the P ? P?1 invariants of order P by their values taken from (10) , that is with respect to coe cients of order P which we represent as the vector b of size _ ( P ? P?1 ), and the P?1 di erentials of invariants of order < P by their expressions with respect to 1 ; ; and coe cients of order < P. We thus obtain Let us examine in more detail how this leads to an algorithmic method for computing the di erent classes of frames. At the beginning of step P + 1, we assume known 1. The number of invariants of order 1, 2, , P; 2. The de nition of frames of order 1, 2, , P; 3. The de nition of principal components of orders < P of frames of order P, their expressions in terms of 1 ; ; , and invariants of orders P; 4. The expressions of di erentials of invariants of orders < P with respect to 1 ; ; and invariants of orders P; We then obtain the information at order P + 1 as follows 1. If necessary, we orientate the contact element of order P in order for the family of frames of order P to be continuous 2. We de ne the principal components of order P. To do so, we deduce, from the tables of secondary coe cients of orders P and P ?1, a system of P?1 ? P principal components of order P (equations (12)). 3. We compute their exterior derivatives (16). 4. Using formulas (10) and (11) we de ne coe cients of order P and compute in nitesimal transformations (19) of the group G P taken as operating on these coe cients.
5. Considering the space W P of these coe cients, we then determine orbits of points of W P under the action of G P .
6. We then trace in W P as simply as possible 1 a manifold w P which intersects each orbit in one and only one point. Thus each point of W P has one and only one homolog on w P . Choosing a point of w P amounts to choosing an orbit of W P . 7. As frames of order P +1 we choose frames of order P to which corresponds a point of w P . We choose as invariants of order P + 1 parameters which allow us to distinguish the point of w P . In the very important special case when G P operates transitively on W P , w P is reduced to one point and there are no invariants of order P + 1. When point B is on w P , equations (10) and (11) yield the expressions of di erentials of invariants of order P and principal components of order P in terms of 1 ; ; and the invariants of order P + 1. G P+1 is the subgroup of G P which leaves point B xed. The table of secondary components of order P +1 is obtained from the table of order P by linking di erential forms e q with the relation (19) where we take db j = db 0 j = 0. These relations supply the principal components of order P + 1 since it is precisely the linear combinations of forms ! i which disappear for all frames of order P + 1 with xed origin.
We will show by the example of plane curves how the ideas developed above are applied in the case of the projective, a ne and Euclidean geometry.
Curves in the Euclidean Plane
This well-known case will allow us to explain the method of moving frames.
We consider Euclidean frames in the plane (A; e 1 ; e 2 ). From what we have seen above, the equations of the most general moving frame are written dA = ! 1 e 1 + ! 2 e 2 de 1 = ! 12 e 2 de 2 = ?! 12 e 1 These frames thus depend on q = 3 parameters which is the number of parameters of the plane Euclidean group. Cartan's structure equations are very simple
We now consider a curve (c) of class C 2 which we will assume parametrized by t. We will consider the set of frames whose origin is at a point of the curve (c). This is a family of frames with two parameters, the parameter t, called the principal parameter, and the orientation of e 1 with respect to the horizontal, called the secondary parameter. 1 This is all a matter of air and insight! 3.1 Frames of order 0 A contact element of order 0 consists of a point A and all the euclidean frames having origin A . Frames of order 0 are characterized by the fact that point A is xed. These frames depend on only one parameter , and we thus have, according to the notation of the previous section, 0 = 1. Also according to that section, we must nd that q ? 0 independent linear combinations of ! 1 ; ! 2 and ! 12 disappear when we restrict them to this subclass of frames.
In e ect, the three forms ! 1 ; ! 2 and ! 12 are linear combinations of the forms dt and d . They are thus not independent. If we eliminate d within these three forms, we will obtain two two linear combinations depending only on dt. A linear combination of these three forms containing only dt disappear for dt = 0, i.e., when varying the frame in the family with one parameter relative to point A. Let us nd these two linear combinations.
Since frames of order 0 are characterized by the fact that the point A is xed, we have dA = 0. We will call secondary coe cients, denoted by e 1 and e 2 , the di erential forms induced by ! 1 and ! 2 on this subfamily of frames, (similarly, we denote by e ij , the restriction to the subfamily of frames under consideration of the di erential form ! ij ). The condition dA = 0 implies that the secondary The principal components of frames of order 0 are Order 0 ! 1 , ! 2
Frames of order 1
According to the above section, we have two principal components of order 0 which are ! 1 and ! 2 . In proposition 1 of the previous section, these principal components are linear combinations of 1 which is equal to ! 1 . We thus have ! 2 = a! 1 and a is called the coe cent of order 0. We consider a frame which varies while always remaining of order 0 ( its origin is xed at a point of the curve). From the above, its principal components of order 0 are ! 1 and ! 2 , which introduces a secondary coe cient a of order 0, such that ! 2 = a! 1 a is a function of the secondary parameter and of the principal parameter t. Let us compute the exterior di erential of ! 2 , using on the one hand the previous expression, and on the other hand the structure equations ( We nd here again that the secondary coe cient of order 1, the ratio !12 ds , is an invariant of order 2 which we identify as the curvature . be a family of such curves where p parametrizes the curve and t represents the time. Let s be the euclidean arc-length along a curve of the family, a function of p and t. We now propose to study the following evolution equation:
A t = A ss (24) in which the partial with respect to t is taken at p constant and the partials with respect to s are taken at t constant. This equation can be thought of as a heat equation (because of the formal similarity with the usual heat equation) which is intrinsic to the curve. It has been studied by Gage and Hamilton 8, 9, 10] who proved that a planar convex embedded curve converges to a round point when evolving according to (24) and Grayson 11] who proved that a planar embedded nonconvex curve converges rst to a convex one and then to a round point.
Since a curve in the euclidean plane is de ned up to a rigid transformation by its arclength and curvature, it is natural to establish how they evolve in time when the curve changes according to (24). The key is of course to use the Frenet equations (23) .
We rst derive a general result which we will use also in later sections. It is related to the fact that the operators of partial derivative with respect to t (at p constant) and with respect to s (at t constant) do not commute since s is a function of p and t. Let then g equal ds dp , it is easy to show that the Lie bracket 22] ). In fact we have here a system of two coupled pde's (equations (31) and (32)) which must be studied as such.
A ne unimodal bidimensional geometry
We will consider the a ne frames of the plane (A; e 1 ; e 2 ). In section 2, the equations of the most general moving frame are written dA = ! 1 e 1 + ! 2 e 2 de 1 = ! 11 e 1 + ! 12 e 2 de 2 = ! 21 e 1 ? ! 11 e 2 Thus these frames depend on q = 5 parameters which is the number of parameters of the plane unimodular a ne group.
Frames of order 0
A contact element of order 0 consists of a point A and all the a ne frames of origin A. Frames of order 0 are characterized by the fact that the point A is xed, thus dA = 0, which implies that the secondary coe cients e 1 and e 2 equal 0: q ? 0 = 2. Thus frames of order 0 depend on 0 = 3 parameters. We have two principal components of order 0, 1 = ! 1 and 2 = ! 2 . As mentioned above, it is convenient to set the di erential of the principal parameter which de nes the position of a point of the curve equal to the rst principal component, i.e., to ! 1 . The table of secondary components of order 0 is given by 
Frames of order 1
Given a frame which varies while always remaining of order 0 (its origin is xed at one point of the curve). According to the above, its principal components of order 0 are linear combinations of 1 , which introduces a coe cient a of order 0, such that 2 = a 1 , i.e., ! 2 = a! 1 Let us compute the exterior di erential of ! 2 using on the one hand the previous expression, and on the other hand the structure equations (8) The group G 0 thus operates transitively on a. We can choose a subset such that a = 0 from the class of frames of order 0. These frames are called frames of order 
Frames of order 2 and 3
The same method applied to frames varying while always remaining of order 1 (resp. of order 2) allow us to determine the principal components of frames of order 3.
Order 0 The component of the a ne normal on the Euclidean normal is therefore equal to The area of the triangle de ned by two points of the parabola at parameters t 1 and t 2 is thus given by the formula 1 3 Let us demonstrate that this law is nothing but the addition law of a ne arc length along the parabola. In e ect, according to the equation (34) We can conclude that (t) = 2S(t) 1 3 , which gives the addition formula.
Application to the evolution of curves
Similarly to the euclidean case (see section 3.3), we are now going to consider the case of a family of curves. We use the same notations as in this section and consider smooth embedded plane curves deforming in time. Let A(p; t) : S 1 R ! R 2 be a family of such curves where p parametrizes the curve and t represents the time. Let be the a ne arc length along a curve of the family, a function of p and t. We now propose to study the following evolution equation:
A t = A (41) in which the partial with respect to t is taken at p constant and the partials with respect to are taken at t constant. This equation, as (24), can be thought of as a heat equation (because of the formal similarity with the usual heat equation) which is intrinsic to the curve. It has been studied by Sapiro and Tannenbaum 19, 18, 21, 20] who proved that a planar convex embedded curve converges to an elliptic point when evolving according to (41) and that a planar embedded nonconvex curve converges rst to a convex one and then to an elliptic point.
Since a curve in the a ne plane is de ned up to an a ne transformation by its arc length and curvature, it is natural to establish how they evolve in time when the curve changes according to (41). The key is of course to use the Frenet equations (33).
We use the equations (25), (26), (27) which are unchanged in the a ne framework. We will also need the following expressions of the higher order derivatives of A with respect to the arc length which we obtain from the Frenet formulae:
A Evolution of a ne arc length It is now easy to characterize the evolution of arc length. We let g = d dp and use the relation e 1^e2 = 1 which can be rewritten as
and take its derivative with respect to t:
We then use equations (25) and (41) to rewrite A t = ? g t g A + A 3
Using equation (42) we obtain A t ^A = (k ? g t g )A ^A = k ? g t g Similarly, using equations (26) and (43), we obtain A ^A t = (k ? 2 g t g )A ^A = k ? 2 g t g and nally g t = ? 2 3 kg (45) which is the a ne analog of (31).
Evolution of a ne curvature The principle of the method is to use a differential equation that is satis ed by each curve of the family. Using the Frenet equations and equation (42) This yields the sought-for evolution equation:
which is the a ne analog of (32).
Evolution of euclidean curvature It is interesting to look at the temporal evolution of the euclidean curvature when the curve evolves according to (41). In order to do this, we use equation (38) with the relation ! 00 + ! 11 + ! 22 = 0 The most general moving frame thus depends on q = 8 parameters, which is the number of parameters of the plane projective group.
The moving frame method can be applied in a straightforward fashion to this case and we do not give the details here. The interested reader is referred to 4]. We nd that, in order to get to the Frenet frame, we have to consider frames of order up to 6.
The di erential ! 01 is exact. Let ! 01 = d where is called the projective arc length parameter. The secondary coe cient !10 !01 of order 6 is an invariant of order 7. We write This proposition gives a geometric interpretation of the projective arclength.
Analytic determination of the arc length parameter and projective curvature
We shall use a method which is somewhat di erent from the a ne case, i.e., the method of di erential equations. This gives a complementary insight, even if the moving frame theory is more geometrical. We thus consider a point A of a plane curve (c) parametrized by t with projective coordinates x 0 (t); x 1 (t); x 2 (t). We In e ect, if we change A into A = (t)A, we obtain a new equation (52) which, from the same curve (c), also de nes curves that are projectively equal to it.
This also applies to the change of parameter t ! t = f(t).This indeterminacy allows us to simplify the equation (52). We look for two functions (t) and f(t) in order to eliminate the terms in 0 and 00 in the equation. We shall see that there are in nitely many possible ways, as t is only de ned up to homography.
Reducing the di erential equation We thus want to convert the equation 
where the 0 indicates a derivative in a .
Application to the evolution of curves
Similarly to the euclidean and a ne cases (see sections 3.3 and 4.6), we are now going to consider the case of a family of curves. We use the same notations as in these sections and consider smooth embedded plane curves deforming in time.
Let A(p; t) : S 1 R ! P 2 be a family of such curves where p parametrizes the curve and t represents the time. Let be the projective arc-length along a curve of the family, a function of p and t. We now propose to study the following evolution equation:
A t = A (65) in which the partial with respect to t is taken at p constant and the partials with respect to are taken at t constant. This equation, as (24) and (41), can be thought of as a heat equation (because of the formal similarity with the usual heat equation) which is intrinsic to the curve. It has been studied by this author 5, 6] .
Since a curve in the projective plane is de ned up to an projective transformation by its arclength and curvature, it is natural to establish how they evolve in time when the curve changes according to (65). The key is of course to use the Frenet equations (48).
We use the equations (25), (26), (27) which are unchanged in the projective framework. We will also need the following expressions of the higher order derivatives of A with respect to the arc-length which we obtain from the Frenet formulae:
A 3 = ?2kA ? ( ? (1 + 5k )A (2) (68)
In these equations, we have written A (1) and A (2) instead of the usual A 1 and A 2 to avoid problems with partial derivatives.
Evolution of projective arc-length It is now easy to characterize the evolution of arc-length. We use the relation A A (1) A (2) = 1 and take its derivative with respect to t: A A (1) A (2) t =j A t A
A (2) j + j AA (1) t A (2) j + j AA (1) A (2) t j= 0 (69) According to the equations (65) and (48) the rst determinant is equal to ?k.
According to the equations (25), (66) and (48) (26) and (67), we can compute the coe cient of the term A (2) in that expression which yields ?(2 gt g +k) for the value of the third determinant in the right-hand side of equation (69). Adding these three values and equating them to zero, we obtain A t ^A = (k ? g t g )A ^A = k ? g t g Similarly, using equations (26) and (43), we obtain g t = ? 4 3 kg (70) which is the projective analog of (31) and (45).
Evolution of projective curvature The principle of the method is once again to use a di erential equation that is satis ed by each curve of the family. We can write equation (66) 
In order to compute @ @t (A 3 + 2kA ) we use equations (25), (27) Evolution of the a ne arc-length and curvature We now relate the previous results to a ne geometry for two reasons. The rst reason is that the analog of equation (65) has been studied in the a ne case and therefore it is interesting to compare the evolutions of the curve in the two cases. the second reason is that, in some sense, the a ne results will shed some light on the projective ones.
Let then E i ; i = 1; ; 4 be the standard projective basis of P 2 which is represented by the standard basis of R 
Looking back at equation (61) giving the relation between the projective and a ne curvatures, we see that equation (77) allows to compute the ratio k 000 a k 0 a = a a which involves a third order derivative of the a ne curvature with respect to the a ne arc length as a function of the second order derivatives of the a ne curvature with respect to the a ne arc length and the time parameter of the projective evolution equation (65). Thus, just as in the a ne case we gain one order of derivation if we trade space (arc length) for time (scale).
